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ABSTRACT 

Communication has a number of features: unites people to send messages. In the process of 

communication exists different types of communication based on verbal and non-verbal actions. The 

process of communication occurs in a psychological, social, cultural and physical space. Another 

important feature about this process, is that the communication is characterized also through 

dynamism; it consists in the evolution and change of persons that are involved. The quality and 

quantity of the information theoretical substantiate the value. Any classification of the information is 

based on two existing forms: scale and complexity. The structure of communication and information is 

defined in theories and is redefined through analogy and generalization in science. Knowledge the 

object of communication means to understand how the process of communication is released. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The art to communicate represents a natural process or ability with whom we are born. 

We learn how to communicate. Any communication implies creation and change of 

meanings. For a person to understand the others, it is important to know that in this process of 

communication the meanings are represented by the signals and codes. The observation and 

understanding the process of communication has the role to make us capable to communicate. 

Our behavior and body language can divert our actions of the others; relations are formed 

through a cognitive inadequacy. The partners of communication attend to attached by the way 

they interact and in this case, a modification in their relation will not change easily. Thus, the 

relations can be modified. In a group, if a person is quiet and looks lost, he communicates us 

that he does not want to talk with anybody. In this situation we find a change of 

communication, even if it is not intentional. 

A communication act is not limited just to transmit the information; it also persuades 

the behaviors in the human relations. In the communication process is important to have an 

index for the past and an order for the future. Through the index, the message is sending 

information or content and through the order is designating the relation between partners 

based on the continuity of the interaction which is formed from sequences. In a 

communication process, switching off the ignition produce a faulty boundary sequence 

without losing the concentration and interest. The communicative relation implies the 

situation of communication; the relation is fundamentally determined by the elements of 

sequences. 
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2.  MATERIALS OF COMMUNICATION 

 
People communicate through two big categories of signs: digital signs (words) with a 

precise code and analogical signs (gestures, postures, nonverbal languages) and without a 

code. In this case, it results that people communicate both digital and analogical (Craig, 1999; 

Berger, Riloff & Ewoldsen, 2009). The nonverbal communication or analogical are composed 

by mimicry (facial expression), proxemics and gestures. If the verbal communication (digital) 

is aware produced, the nonverbal communication is represented by our emotional mechanism. 

The first language is improper to the relation and the other is adequate.  

Communication relation represents a force of relation. It has a different reaction from a 

person to others; the reactions lead to consolidate or to modify the relation. The term 

“information” can be seen as a collection of dates and facts organized to reach value to the 

effects of their actions. But for information to have value, it must be easily accessible, 

complete, economical, flexible, precise, relevant and verifiable (Little john & Foss, 2009; 

Littlejohn & Foss, 2010; Borowski, 2014). The quality of information is determined by its 

characteristics. Any process of communication can obtain the communication as a product, 

but it can’t be the result; it is formed by information, which represents the message between 

broadcaster and receiver through a channel. Communication is a social, complex and 

psychological phenomenon.   

Our need to communicate represents a necessity in the social life in which we live. The 

need of communication is one of the major things that we heard everywhere we go. But what 

it is? We can say that it is, in fact, a selection. We take the information from the messages to 

make a choice in our life, but also we find to communicate in the need of novelty or from an 

inner impulse (Borowski, 2013; Borowski, 2014). The need to communicate is an automatic 

manifestation of intelligence. If the communication will not exist, our social life will be non-

existent. 

In the last decade, the feelings of scepticism, distrust or even fear of the dissemination 

system of the information had concern increased. The mass communication denies the vital 

function in the democracy: information is an essential part of the society.  

 A permanent diversification of broadcast sources leads to manipulation in precise and 

identifiable codes only to the professionals. Some analysts believe that manipulation can 

substitute the physical violence though a symbolic one and it contributes to the effective 

suppression (Dima & Vlăduțescu, 2012; Vlăduțescu & Ciupercă, 2013). 

Communication represents the most important element of a human community to 

optimally function. The change of the messge generates some point of view and action in 

manner to harmonize the knowledge about the society’s purposes. Beside this, 

communication is seen as understanding the received messages from the various channels of 

communication. The concept of communication is equal with all what a community means: 

groups of people and social system, it has the role to implement the notion of participation. 

Also, communication can be seen as a process which implies the participation of the group’s 

member; it represents a process of information transfer.  

Communication is characterized through dynamism, evolution, initiative in the process 

(Vlăduțescu, 2013; Vlăduțescu, 2014). This communicational process is irreversible.  

The efficiency of the message transfer in the communication process can be disrupted 

by the communication barriers. The communicationl barriers appear when the person that 

received the message does not understand it and misinterprets it. The purpose of the 

communication study is to decrease the causes that determines this type of phenomena. 

Barries can appears on any system of communication, this means that the sent messages is not 

always the received one.  
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These barriers are classified in: environmental barriers, language, concepts and some of 

them are determined by the position in which we find the broadcaster and the receiver. 

The language barriers are represented by some rules: 

-    for different persons, the same words can have different significations 

-    there exist different type of preparation and experience between the person who is  

     talking and the other who is listening 

-    the receiver can sustain a strong emotion from what he hears 

-    the receptivity is influenced by preconceptions idea and routine 

-    the appearance of confused expressions  and words 

Environmental barriers consist in: 

-    improper work in a sound polluted environment 

-    inadequate information support 

In communication, the broadcaster and receiver position can have barriers because of 

some certain reasons: the image about them, the way they are communicating, the feelings 

and intentions of the persons in the communication. 

Conceptual barriers are the last category and are defined by the assumptions: the 

broadcaster sends hardly the message, the receiver has a lack of interest about the subject and 

the routine in the process of communication affects both of the partners. 

Thus, these communication barriers represent real problems in the process of communication, 

they can be avoided through: a right plan of communication, the purpose of communication 

being well defined, communication has to be in the right moment, the ideas to be planned and 

to use an adequate language(Smarandache & Vlăduțescu, 2014). 

A person is included in two processes in which he acts as a consumer of some certain 

material  values and activates as an information accumulator. The second process is not less 

important than the first because the information is not an optional clue, it is one of the 

fundamental condition of social life (Miege, 1995; Coman, 1999). The exemplary position of 

the information in the strategy of world domination is explained through its roles in the 

formation and science and technique development. Information progressively consolidated his 

sovereignty for answer the life’s problems: the nature of the universe, the reality, the relations 

between present and future and between significations and meaning. Today, the information 

holds an important role in many disciplines; information science follows to solve the main 

problems, to discover the way in which the information is formed, the principles after it 

works. The evolution’s forms analysis are not secondary objects in the theory of 

communication, they have a strong base in another systematic sciences, based on the idea that 

the information is a structured system, a process and the same the result of the process in 

construction (Dance & Larson, 1985; Pânișoară, 2004; Tomasello, 2008).  

This system is according to some structural principles to make the component parts of 

the information more a result of a functional interaction between producer and consumer. For 

an information to have power, it must create respect. In our days, the power belongs to the 

information and it requires a science. The words must lead by the science, not by the theory. 

An informed man is a powerful man. An informed society is a free and open society, where 

the information means democracy. A democratic society is  strong, stable and consolidated. 

We can say that the information is a force. The measure of any force is once given by the 

domination. If someone will have this power to dominate, he will not hesitate to use it and if 

someone will control it, he can rule the world. Communication network represents an  

essential part in the information process. Increasing the capacity of information producers’s 

providing implies a larger level of competence and performance in using the informational 

techniques and even multiplying the category of informational consumer (Craig, 2014; 
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Gasderell, 2014). If a person is obligated to enter into the informational circuit, it means that 

he is easily manipulated. In this situation, the internet represents a paradigm that monopolizes 

our society’s force, finance, commerce and telecommunications. The positive impact of 

information comes from communication: to take decision for to dominate a centre it means to 

offer and consume information before communicate. Manipulation is a method that is used 

very often in our society. 

Dates represent objective facts about a process or an event which has a reduced utility if 

they are not transformed into information, for example: the cost, the speed and the capacity 

are quantitative dates. 

The dates can be transformed in information through five types of process: 

- condensation-dates are synthesized in a concise form and details are eliminated 

- contextualization- the purpose or the reason of dates’s collection are known from the 

begining 

- calculation- dates are processed for offering useful information 

- categorization- is a process that assigning the dates on category 

- correction - is a process which purpose is to remove the errors. 

We must know the distinction between dates, information and knowledge. Dates are 

defined by three elements: an identifier, attributes and value, information are a message with a 

new character and knowledge represents in fact simple information that we gain in time on the 

real world (Knapp, Hall, Horgan, 2013; Gîfu & Teodorescu, 2014). 

The culture of information is defined as an ability to localize, evaluate and use the 

necessary information (Stacks & Salwen, 2014). It is a product of informational society, also 

the key to lifelong learning and has a major in higher education. In our century, the culture of 

information became a digital one and is represented by the many available information on the 

internet with easy access. We can say that people in 2014 are addicted to this culture. The 

internet is an ability to survive in XXI century. 

  

 

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

 

Verbal communication is used as a code in our language. This code represents the most 

sophisticated signification system used by the member of a society. With the help of the 

words and operating rules is creating communication which helps the development of the 

human intellect. The verbal communication can be written and oral. By refusing to inform, we 

make the information insufficient and incomplete. The essential function in communication is 

to make possible the existence of a person in a community, but also the existence of the 

community itself; in this situation the communication represents an instinctual expression, but 

also an expression of thought as a human being’s defining feature.  
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